
113 with a never-failing source of chemical action, from which volcanic 
heat might be derived. 

~ ~ ~ ~ i h d a t i o i t . ~  Before entering, i n  the next chapter, still farther 
into the inquiry, how far the phenomena of ~olcanos  anil earthquakes 
accord with the hypothesis of a continued fr meneration of heat by 
chemical notion, i t  may be desirable t o  recapitulate, in a few words, 
the conclusions already obtained. 

1st. The primary causes of the volcano and tire earthquake are, 
to a great extent, the same, and must be connected with the passage 
of heat; from the interior to the surface. 

2dly. This heat has been referred, by many, to a supposed state 
of igneous fusion of the central parts of the planet when it was 
first created, of which a part still remains i n  the interior, bat is 
always diminishing in intensity. 

3dly. Tlie spheroidal figure of t.he earth, adduced in support of 
this theory, does not of necessity imply an universal and simultaneous 
fluidity, in tlie beginning; for supposing t.he original figure of our 
planet had been strictly spherical-which, however, is a gratuitous 
assumption, resting on no established analogy -still the statical 
figure must liave been assumed, if sufficient time be allowed, by the 
gradual operation of the centrifugal force, acting on the materials 
brought successively witlii" its action by aqueous and igneous causes. 

4thly. It appears, from experiment, that the heat in mines in- 
creases progressively with their depth ; and if  the ratio of increase 
be continued uniformly from the surface to the interior, the whole 
o-lobe? with the exception of a small external shell, must be fluid, and & 

the central parts must have a temperature many times higher than 
that of melted iron. 

Stlily. But the theory adopted by M. Conlier and others, which 
maintains the actual existence of such a state of things, seems 
wholly inconsistent with the Inws which regulate the circulation of 
lieat through fluid bodies. For, if the central heat were a,s intense 
as is represented, there must be a circulation of currents, tending 
to equalize the temperature of the resulting fluids, and the solid crust 
itself would be mclteil. 

Gthly. Instead of an original central lieat, we may, perhaps, refer 
the heat of the interior to chernicul changes constantly going on in 
the earth's crust ; for tlie general effect of chemical combinati?n is 
the evolution of heat ani.l electricity, which in their turn become 
sources of new chemical chtinges. 

^ 
i thly. Tlic existence of currents of electricity in the shell of the 

has been deduced from the plienoincnii of terrestrial magnetism ; 
from the connection between the iliiwutil varintions of magnet 
and the apparent motion of the sun ; from observations 011 tlie 
el@ctro-magnetic properties of metalliferous veins ; find, lastly, from 
atmospheric electricity, which is continually passing bet w eel1 the air 
and the earth. 

8tMy. Subterranean electric currents may exert a slow decom- 
Posing power like that of the voltaic pile, and thus become a constant 
source of chemical action, find, cou~cquently, of volcanic heat. 
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